Antibody staining reveals novel aspects of segmentation within the leech central nervous system.
The leech is a segmented annelid with a well characterized central nervous system. In this report, we use antibodies to map the distribution of neurons confined to selected segmental ganglia in the mud leech Haemopis marmorata. The distribution of these neurons suggest 3 novel aspects of segmentation in the leech nervous system: (1) neurons are assigned to even-numbered ganglia through a mechanism which effectively counts through the leech segmental body plan by units of 2, (2) neurons are assigned to ganglia 7 and 14 through a mechanism which effectively counts in units of 7 and (3) neurons are assigned to the 2nd and 4 fused head ganglia and to the 2nd of 21 unfused midbody ganglia through a mechanism which effectively counts units from the origin of these 2 ganglionic series. These 3 hypothetical counting mechanisms divide the central nervous system (CNS) into supersegmental units. Neurons used to define these supersegmental units have been injected with tracer and identified as interganglionic interneurons. Competitive interactions among embryonic precursors of these neurons may directly eliminate their homologs from intervening ganglia, and thus sculpture supersegmental patterns into the mature nervous system.